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Today in the United States, much of our so-called
urban public space is not public at all. Instead of the
traditional market place, accommodating political,
economic, domestic and social spaces at a single location
at once, we now have marketed places. Unlike their
historical precedents, these new "public" venues are
primarily generated by private capital. Many result from
an economic situation where large corporate developers
strive t o protect real-estate investments while
simultaneously attempting to enhance their public image
through the production of "public space." These
developments are evidence of the spatial restructuring of
the city associated with the economic shifts of late
capitalism. Motivated by market interests, they impact
on the American city by adopting genres of design that
threaten the erasure of those very unpredictable and
stranger traits that make cities "urban." This emphasis on
ameliorating the public realm is part of a larger trend to
control the city's more unruly aspects through the
production of simulated city-scapes - "museumification"
and "Disneyfication" being two examples of such antiurban endeavors. Sparking intense debate between
critics of the trend (advocates of a more public-sector
planning policy) and supporters (business-friendly
politicians and private-sector investors), the increasing
privatization of American urban public space has become
instrumental in the redefinition of what the urban "is" or
"ought to be."
An interesting case study of these developments and
the local government policies supporting them is that of
the New York City Business Improvement Districts (BIDs)
and their role in the formation and representation of
"public" space in the city. The rise of BIDSrepresents a
peculiarly American sequence of events: privately
sponsored development initiatives subseq~iently
adopted
by public authorities. New York City BIDs proliferated in
the 1980s and 1990s, reflecting economic conditions
whereby local city governments, hampered by severely
reduced operating budgets, cede public authority for
planning and provision of basic services to the private
sector, but their origins can be traced to the late 1960s
when the urban design group of Mayor Lindsay'sPlanning
Commission created "special district" zoning. This
move, a major departure from the existing uniform
controls, was seen by city planners and urban designers
as a means to recognize unique characteristics that

distinguish one neighborhood from another. "Special
Districts" arose from the realization that zoning legislation
could effect the design of cities by setting down guidelines
and objectives specifically tailored to particular areas.' In
the late 1970s,following the creation of "SpecialDistricts,"
New York City introduced "SpecialAssessment Districts."
These offered a method of financing and implementing
projects that did not rely solely upon the police power of
city government to enforce mandatory controls. SAD'S
were an early attempt to relieve the financial burden on
localgovernmentsfor revitalization projects, and Business
Improvement Districts (initiated in the early 1980s) are
their more recent incarnation.
A crucial fact distinguishes "special districts" from
Business Improvement Districts. While the former are
zoning ordinances, the latter are private corporate entities.
Technically, aBID is a legislative and financial mechanism
aimed at enhancing business; it operates as a self-taxing
enclave that collects assessments to be directed at
"improving" the immediate physical environment. A
BID can only be formed by a majority of local property
owners. However, this majority is determined by the
total taxable value of land. A few owners of highly valued
property therefore have proportionately more weight in
the decision to form a BID than a larger number of lesservalued property-holders, so that a minority (by number)
can easily constitute a majority. To create a district, the
coalition must submit a plan to their local government
detailing their district's boundaries, p r o p o s e d
improvements, budget, and method for determining
assessment rates. Up to $60,000 in municipal public
money is available to help finance the preparation of a
BID plam2 After a public review process, the BID can be
approved by city government (which then effectively
drops out of the picture, by providing no design or
monitoring guidelines). Once approved, the district
forms a non-profit corporationwith boardmembers drawn
from local property-holders, and all property owners
within its bounds (whether initially supportive of the
plan or not) must pay assessments into the BID coffers.
These are collected by the municipality (in New York, the
City Finance Department ) and then returned to the
corporation for local use. A number of legal constraints
effect how the BID corporations function: their budgets
cannot be greater than 20 percent of the general municipal
taxes levied against property within BID bounds; their

indebtedness cannot exceed 7 percent of the value of and redevelopment. A plan to renovate upper floorplates
taxable real property in the district; i~inclscan be ~ ~ s e din older office towers for new residential use, and an
either for enhancements promoting a better business initiatil-e to offer small "starter" office spaces at less than
environment (street improvements, landscaping, signage. market rate to qualified businesses (renters must be selfetc.), or for maintenance to augment, but not replace, employed and have fewer than two employees) is already
public services like sanitation and securit!,; finally, BIDS in place The next two largest BIDS - 34th Street and
can't be disbanded :ts long as i!lev are indebted.
Times Square - effectively create a mega-district with
the Grand Central Partnership since they are all spatially
NewYork City Bids
adjacent
At one point, the three corporations even
The City Co~uncilof KenrYork was authorized by the
shared one director, Dan Biederman, dubbed by the New
New York state government to create UlDs in 1982. By York Times as "the Mayor of Mid-Town."
1995, there were 34 improvement districtscoverillgover
Except for one Industrial BID in East Brooklyn, all
550 blocks of the city, as weli as proposals for 39 more. New York's BIDs are commercially-oriented. Scattered
A year later, in a report by the Department of Business
around the city on existing retail shopping areas, the
Sewices of the City of New York, 37 districts were listed majority are in Manhattan with a few less in Brooklyn and
with budgets ranging from $67,000 (for a small BID in the fearer still in Queens and the Bronx. Their size, budget
Bronx), to almost $10 million (f:x the largest Manhattan and improvement agendas vary widely. Smaller districts
BID, Grand Central Partnership). The next three largest in outlying boroughs provide limited semices (street
BID budgets are also in Manhattan: Downtown-Lower cleaning and private security, promotionforlocalretailers,
Manhattan (over $7 million); 34th Street ($6.7 million); holiday lighting, etc.). The largest and richest Manhattan
and Times Square ($6million), concentrating BID activities districts go much further. They are funded by major bond
in areas that already have some of the highest propert). issues, federal and local partnership grants, and corporate
values in the city. The Lower Manhattan BID is supported sponsors with a direct interest in upgrading local property
by the mayor's office, as part of the current city campaign values.Between 1992 and 1994,Grand Central Partnership
to boost the downtown real estate market. Lower and its affiliate, 34th Street Corporation, made bond
Manhattan is presently experiencing very high levels of offerings totaling $87 million. Probably the most
vacancy in its older office building stock, which cannot publicized (and most controversial) New York BID, Grand
support current technological needs. Its BID is seen as Central Partnership has over 50 million square feet of
a vehicle to initiate change by encouraging investment
commercial floor space, 14%)of Manhattan's total and
more than in the entire downtowns of all but three other
US cities. It covers an area exceeding 70 blocks, between
35th and 54th Street, and Third to Fifth Avenue. The
district's CEO (whose salasy is triple that of the New
York's Mayor) is an important player in local
redevelopment initiatives, funding large-scale projects
and providing ievels of "public" service the city
government can no longer afford

Questions of Accountability

Fig 1. Model of Proposed Improvements, showing 42nd
Street, the Chrystler Building, Grand Central Station and
surroundinq district (Grand Central partners hi^).

In the late19 80's and early '90s, the reaction to BIDS
by both city government and the New York press was
overwhelmingly positive. It is important to note here
that the New York Times, whose offices are located off
Times Square, was (and remains) a major player in the
Times Square/42nd Street BID. Many of its articles and
editorials praised BIDs for their part in cleaning up city
streets and reducing crime through private law
enforcement, and even after a series of investigative
reports in 1995 and 1996 on the districts' problems, the
paper still remains enthusiastic about their contributions
to the city.' Until vesy recently, the risk of confusion
between public and private responsibility and the BIDS'
lack of public accountability was noted by only a few
critic^.^ In 1992, the mayor of New York was quoted (in
the Times) as saying (with a positive inflection) that BIDs
"are filling in for g o ~ e r n m e n t . " ~City Hall's lack of
concern regarding the question of accountability is
underscored by the fact that their first review of the selftaxing districts occurred in November 1995, over a
decade after they first appeared, and prompted by external
reports of shady dealings. The panel found a host of
problems - mismanagement, excessive executive

salaries, the hiring of illegal aliens paid below minimum
wage to do menial jobs. The most serious scandals
discovered in 1995 involved the misdirection of funds
and the operation of -social sen-ice" programs by the
Grand Central Partnership. The president of the Grand
Central BID tried to divert funds from his district to start
another BID across the Hudson River, in Ken~ark,New
Jersey (totally illegal according to state law); and it was
reported on the front page of the Times that previously
homeless men, hired as "outreach workers" and street
sweepers used pl~ysicalforce to clear other homeless
people from the area. As a result of their findings, City
Council called for stricter financial oversight by BID
boards as well as by the City Department of Business.
Federal officials withdrew a $547,000 grant from the
Grand Central BID. At the same time, a suit was brought
against the Partnership claiming that its board failed to
adequately represent the interests of local residential
property owners, w h o were nonetheless levied
assessments just like their commercial counterparts. This
case was only recently decided; the plaintiffs lost in their
demands for greater representation.
In response to these developments, the growth of
BIDS fell off somewhat during 1995. A BID Managers
Association was founded to draft standards for districts to
follow, and some neighborhoods began to question the
BIDs role in the city. After rallying in 1994 for a district
to increase private security over 500 blocks of the Upper

Fig. 2. Private Security Officer, Planter and Taxi Stand at
42nd Street and Grand Central Station, Photo: Emilio
Chacon.

East Side, community leaders changed their minds in late
1995 and discarded the plan. They feared it could lead to
both reduced municipal police protection (allowing the
city to cut back on the number of officers assigned to the
area) and to the perception of the Upper East Side as "an
elitist walled-off neighborhood."" It took City Hall a bit
longer to reassess the BID situation. In the fall of 1996
(almost a full year after the first municipal review panel),
the mayor's office suddenly reversed its earlier hands-off
stance and called for placing limitations on BID bond
issues. At first an avid supporter of the districts, hlayor
Guiliani was apparently becoming wary of their powers
to act as surrogate mini-governments. Recognizing that
the districts operate without any system of checks and
balances and that they are "in essence, creating public
policy" the mayor's office is now concerned that the
city's municipal bond rating will be placed at risk if one
of the larger, more indebted BIDs defaults, and city
government may even be held accountable for such a
financial failure. In September 1996, marking the change
in the city's ofticialposition, the New YorkTimesreported
that "sentiment [in City Council] appears to have turned
against some of the groups."-

Imaging the City
While City Hall's new-found concern is welcome, it
still does not confront how BIDs image the city and how
this image effects the urban experience. Mid-Manhattan
BIDs in particular have initiated a wide range of
"improvements" altering their areas' character. Some are
physical. They include repaving sidewalks, adding street
lighting, providing new street furniture and introducing
planters with pollution resistant trees. Designs for these
streetscape elements are unremarkable, their most evident
feature being the district's logo. In the Grand Central
Partnership district, banks of newspaper dispenser-boxers
are neatly lined up mid-block, painted the same shade of
green as the street Lights -color-coded elements signaling
the BID'S presence and its agenda to "unify" the street.
New lighting standards are based on historical models,
and while there is ample opportunity to introduce highquality design innovations in street furniture, the BIDS
have not risen to the challenge.
The majority of their improvements are aesthetic,
motivated first and foremost by an interest in evoking a
high-end commercial image. All the major Midtown BIDS
provide free design consultation services (promoted in
the monthly newsletters for members) t o help
shopkeepers upgrade their storefronts in keeping with
district guidelines. These are similar to restrictions applied
to commercial tenants in large suburban shopping malls,
placing limitations on street level signage, dictating
lettering sizes and the extent of horizontal projection
from building facades. There are bans on paper signs,
temporary sidewalk signboards and fluorescent lighting,
presumably because these are associated with lower-end
commercial activity. Further legal constraints exist in the
form of riders to retail leases detailing streetfrontage
design constraints. In addition, BIDs provide private
security forces to patrol their streets, and sanitation
services to supplement what the city provides. Private
patrol officers and uniformed street-cleanersare becoming
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business group, is quoted in the Times as saying, "There
is n o justification to spend as much money as we are on
a few thousand square feet of space, just to improve that
space. We're trying to create a new image for the most
highly traveled area of M a n h a t t a n . " V h a n g i n g the
"image" of the street helps the commercial property
owners of the district attract higher-end commercial
tenants, limiting the kinds of goods and sewices available
to city-dwellers. The better the image, the higher the
property values, the happier the BID members become.
But what about everybody and everywhere else?

Oases and Deserts
Sharing traits with the "concept-city" outlined by
Michel de Certeau in Tile Practice of Euetyday Life, the
BIDs attempt to overcome the incommensurabilities and
contradictions arising from urban agglomeration through
their "improvements" t o the city's public space.' But
w h o exactly do these improvements benefit? And who is
the "public"they envision? BIDs provoke seriousquestions
of equity, both in the sense of economic redistribution
and social recognition. AS the City Government pulls
back and leaves urban development to these private
corporations, the presumed quality-of-life benefits are
fast becoming limited to specific groups in bounded
districts that operate without public sector oversight,
leaving huge areas of the city out of the "improvement"
picture. At the same time, what is being created is a city
"in the image of the BID," effectively redefining the urban
condition as a business-venture, the street as a shopping
mall, and the city resident as a high-end consumer.
Business Improvement Districts propose "un espace
propre" - a proper space: an area sanitized through
concerted removals of the undisciplined and unruly; a
lively, trouble-free environment arranged by savvy
marketers whose interests lie in "selling the city" to
anyone with money to spare. Marking the conjunction of
local and regional political agendas with global economic
forces, BIDs adopt motivated design strategies to create
their urban images. These significantly alter urban
experience by constraining everyday practices and
precluding uncontrolled events, reconstructing the public
realm as an exclusive and fragmented field. This
"knowable city" is a strategic operative which tries to
isolate and stabilize the urban, replacing its characteristic
diversity with an aestheticized simulacn~mwon through
spatial, social and economic exclusions. l o
BIDs try to make the urban condition understandable
by projecting it as limited and legible. Established by selfserving and powerful private interests, these corporations
are partitioning the late 20th century city into marketcontrolled enclaves, the urban equivalent of sub-urban
gated communities. The question that inhabits the space
between the urban images projected by BID developments
and the contested realities these images attempt to hide,
is whether there is another model of urban representation
(political as well as spatial and visual) that can enhance
urban experience without repressing or dismissing its
complex and often contlictedvitality. While the president
of the 42nd Street BID, Gretchen Dykstra, has admitted
that the groups must consider where they fit into the
larger planning picture, and that they also should be
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sensitive to their place in the city's social fabric, she
maintains "there is always a healthy tension between
BID's as an oasis and BID's as part of an entire city.""
Dykstra's not so veiled allusion to the city as desert
cannot be dismissed as a purely rhetorical comment. Nor
can this 1996 remark by the infamous "Mayor of MidTown" Dan Beiderman: " [BIDs] provide the West Berlin
to the city's East Berlin."'2 While what this means exactly
is not clear, one thing is certain. The wall between East
and West Berlin may have come down years before
Biedeman made his comment, but thanks to his BID,
another version of it is busily being rebuilt in New York
City today.
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